In order to verity our computer simulations, we made and tested the behavior of a segmented spherical corrector ring for our scaled telescope (1/14.16). We increased the stop diameter from 12 cm (170 cm) to 15.53 cm (220 cm). And we have obtained the results that we had calculated, this means that the spot size can be kept with the aid of the spherical corrector rings even when the stop diameter is increased.
1.-Introduction
Sato et al (1) have proposed to use a corrector plate with an annulus shape in order to keep the spot size even when the stop diameter of the fluorescence detector telescope were increased from 170 cm to 220 cm. To make easier the corrector annulus, Palatka et al (2) proposed to use a spherical surface instead of the Schmidt surface. The curvature center of this spherical surface is located off-axis. Recently we proposed to use a segmented spherical corrector rings. The first surface is a plane one and the curvature centers of the second surface is located on the optical axis of the telescope (3) .
In this paper we will report the experimental results of the obtained spot sizes when the segmented spherical corrector rings are used in our scaled telescope.
After simulations were done we made the corrector rings for our scaled (1/14.16) Schmidt telescope. In table 1 they are shown the parameters for the official design and scaled telescope with spherical corrector rings. We chose N=1.5 because this glass was available and we could test the behavior of the rings by using visible light. 360.00 5100
2.-Making and testing the rings
The rings were made in our optical shop. In figure 1a ) and 1b) they are shown the rings when they were polished. In figure 2a ) and 2b), they are shown the obtained ronchigrams for the polished spherical surfaces of the corrector rings.
After the rings were made they were installed at the diaphragm of the telescope, see figure 3a ) and 3b). In figure 4 it is shown the experimental set up used to test the segmented spherical corrector rings. And in figure 5 , it is show the respective diagram. The parabolic mirror collimates the light coming from the point source. The image plane is a squared grid, the distance between two consecutive lines is 1mm. These lines were used as a reference to measure the spot sizes. The spot sizes were saved using a CCD camera, which was located behind the segmented mirror.
In figure 6 they are shown the obtained images for several plane position distances. And two stop diameters: 12 cm (170 cm), row A, and 15.53 cm (220 cm) rows B and C. In this last case they are shown the images with, row B, and without, row C, corrector rings. The spot sizes were measured and the respective results are shown in table 2. We can see the effect of the spherical corrector rings if we compare row B (with corrector rings) and row C (without corrector rings).
In figure 7 they are shown the plots of the spot size (SS), against the distance from the image plane to the mirror vertex ( ¡ ′ ). We can see the effect of the reduction of the spot size when we use the corrector rings. From figure 7, we can see that when we use the segmented spherical rings, the spot size is kept even when the stop diameter is increased.
3.-Conclusions
(1) We have verified experimentally that the segmented spherical corrector rings can keep the spot size even when the stop diameter is increased. This means that we can increase the collected energy without degrading the image quality.
(2) To make the corrector rings, it was important that we had obtained high tolerances in the thick and the curvature radius of the spherical corrector rings.
(3) We propose to use segmented spherical corrector rings because the spherical surfaces are easier to make than the Schmidt surface. This means that we can make easily the convex molds or to polish on glass or plastic material for the corrector rings.
